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American university leaders
speak of ^crisis of confidence'
A first-hand word on 'the crisis of confidence' in the American system of tertiary education
came to ANU recently when the Presidents of two American universities not only studied
methods of administration at ANU but spoke with concern of the situation they had left at
home.
Visiting ANU on 16-17 August during a
ten-day tour of eastern States universities,
were Dr HoUis Moore, President of Bowling
Green State University, Ohio, and Dr Edward
GoUins, President of Millsaps Gollege, J ackson, Missisippi.
The visit of Dr Moore and Dr GoUins was
part of a world-wide study of university administration techniques being sponsored by
the Sloan Foundation of America in association with the Rockefeller Foundation and
other donors.
Once the investigators report back to the
organising committee, it is hoped that recommendations will be formulated that will
result in an improvement in the methods of
administration being used in American universities.
Besides ANU, Dr Gollins and Dr Moore
visited the University of Sydney, the University of Queensland, La Trobe University
and James Gook University during their
Australian tour.
There was a time, in the early 1960s,
when American universities were supremely
confident. They had ample funds and an
'open door' policy to students. Tertiary education was available to all who sought it. But
now the picture has changed and, as Dr Gollins
said when interviewed during his visit to
ANU, 'American universities are experiencing a great deal of soul searching and questioning in all areas of their activity, including
that of university management.'
Dr Gollins saw the study of university administration as an attempt by the United
States to learn in which direction the administration of its universities ought to move.
Dr Moore said American universities were
in a period of change and self-doubt in the
face of severe questioning from the public,
the State and Federal legislatures, and from
the universities' own boards of governors.
Pblectromagnet which may put Australia in the forefront of solid state physics research
One of the factors contributing to the present
s been built and tested satisfactorily in the Research School of Physical Sciences. Research troubles of U.S. universities was the policy
in the area of solid state physics in the past has led to the invention of the transistor and
of making tertiary education available to all
other electronic devices.
who wanted it.
The electromagnet, developed over the
second in volumes of about half a cubic inch.
He contrasted this 'democratic' policy
past four years by a group of six led by ReMr Garden said last week that the success
with the more 'elitist' pohcy pursued in other
search Engineer, Mr Peter Garden, in the
of the magnet was a significant engineering
parts of the world, including Australia, where
Department of Engineering Physics, generates breakthrough because its design embodied
the imposition of specific academic standards
an intense magnetic field, half a million times several new principles which had enabled it
restricts university entrance to a comparative
the earth's magnetic field, and comparable
to withstand electromagnetic forces and
few.
with the magnetic fields in many atomic
heat fluxes more than twice as large as those
However, he recognised that there were
nuclei.
experienced by the American magnet. 'These increasing opportunities in Australia for
By studying matter in intense magnetic
same principles may help solve other enginschool leavers and others to acquire some
fields, scientists are able to examine many
eering problems in powerful electrical transform of tertiary education through such infundamental properties in great detail - the
formers in the future, and in the design of
stitutions as technical colleges and colleges
more powerful the magnetic field the greater the large safety containers which surround
of advanced education.
the observable detail. Powerful magnets,
nuclear power reactors,' Mr Garden said.
Both men reflected the despondency felt
used in this way, are like powerful telescopes.
throughout American universities at the cut
The electromagnet has attracted considThe electromagnet in the Department of
erable interest among researchers in the U.S., back in government funds for teaching and
Engineering Physics weighs about two tons
research, but Dr Gollins, whose Millsaps
Germany, Britain and France, where magnet
and consumes thirty megawatts of power laboratories are established or being planned, Gollege is privately endowed, was equally
enough for a large town - supplied by the
concerned at the decline in gifts from private
mostly on a national basis. The Engineering
Department's homopolar generator. The use- Physics group has already been approached
donors. He said, 'The mid-sixties were the
ful volume of intense magnetic field is about to help with similar projects in Britain and
golden age for the privately endowed in""--'e cubic inches and the strength of the mag- Germany.
stitutions, but the gold of that golden age
^ field can be as much as 300,000 gauss The availability of the magnet and another proved to be no more than gold plate, and
h r cent greater than achieved by the only
less powerful one has led to the formation of even that was pretty thin. There was only
' / comparable magnet,at Massachusetts
alloy underneath.
a new Department of Solid State Physics
,-otitute of Technology in the United States.
'We are now caught in what is popularly
within the Research School of Physical
Gauss is a measurement used for magnetic
termed
a financial crunch, and some drastic
Sciences to study semiconductors and crystals.
fields. The earth's magnetic field is about
rethinking is under way. Indeed, I believe
0.6 gauss.
that private education in the United States
The magnetic field is produced for as long Picture: Dr Bruce Munday of the Departis in its darkest hour, and when I say that I
as power is supplied to the magnet. Prement of Solid State Physics makes an adjust- am aware of the difficulties faced by univerviously such intense magnetic fields could
ment to experimental apparatus in the electro- sities and colleges during the depression of
be produced for only a small fraction of a
magnet.
• the 1930s.

Electromagnet research lead
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'Institutions like my own, that must be
underwritten by private donations, are having
to cut back staff in the departments, delete
courses and establish firm priorities for
teaching, development and research.'
Dr Moore, however, said that these problems were not exclusive to privately endowed institutions. The severe cut in Government funds was having a similar effect on
universities that received State support. Guts
of from 20-30 per cent had recently been
made by the U.S. Federal Government in the
funds it made available to universities throughr
out the country. This affected all universities,
be they largely financed privately and receiving less than half their funds from Federal
sources, or be they like the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Stanford University which receive up to 80 per cent of their
funds from the Government.
Dr Moore said that the financial crisis
being faced by so many American universities came largely as a result of a questioning
of the very role of the university in society.
He said that after the euphoria of ten years
ago it had been found that tertiary education
as offered in the U.S. was not providing a
solution to the world's problems and that
the country simply did not need all those
graduates, especially PhDs.
Both men doubted whether student disruptions had been a major factor in creating
the crisis situation. Dr Moore suggested that
some smaller donors to University funds may
have decided to register their protest at student behaviour by withholding their customary donations but, he said, the person with
$ 1 million or more to give to a university had
motives unaffected by student politics, so
his gift was unlikely to be affected by campus unrest.
However, Dr Gollins suggested that legislators felt themselves to be in a vulnerable
position when questioned by members of the
electorate on student disruption and the
accountability of universities.
Turning to the Australian university scene,
Dr Moore and Dr Gollins have found marked
differences between the Australian and the
American ways of running a university.
As well as finding Australian universities
'elitist' as opposed to 'democratic' in the
American sense, they have seen differences
in the style of government. Particularly did
they feel that the Australian universities they
had visited had an undue belief in the wisdom of committees. But they stressed that
they were in Australia to discover the rationale of administrative decision-making rather
than to criticise what they found.
They missed the American diversity in
salary scales and curricula, and even in the
very nature of the institutions. They were
also interested in the earlier specialisation
entered into by Australian students, as opposed to the American belief in a liberal arts
course as a prelude to any later speciality, be
it medicine, engineering or law, etc. However,
they said that the general nature of the hberal arts courses was now being questioned
in the United States, and an increasing number of educationists were coming to the belief that an earlier specialisation in a vocationoriented course was necessary.
•
Letters wanted: The Reporter welcomes
Letters-to-the-Editor on any matter of interest in the University. Letters, which should
be concisely expressed, should be sent to the
Information Section.
•
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Standing C'ttee
Among matters dealt with at the meeting of
the Standing Committee of Council on Friday
13 August, were the following:

.t^ %jr

Membership of Council. Professor Fenner
and Professor Spate have been chosen by
the Heads of the Research Schools to be
members of Council for one year from 30
September 1971.
The professors in the School of General
Studies have elected Professor Liu to be a
member of Council for three years from 30
September.
Voting will close on 20 September for
the election of a member of Council from
among the Deans of Faculties in the School
of General Studies. Those eligible to vote in
the election are professors in the School and
other members of the academic staff of the
School who are members of the Board of the
School. The successful candidate will replace
Professor Pryor on Council. Professor Pryor
will cease to be a member of Council when
his term of office as Dean of the Faculty of
Science ends on 30 September.
Headship of Department of Geophysics and
Geochemistry. Professor Jaeger, who will
reach retiring age next year, will relinquish
headship of the Department of Geophysics
and Geochemistry from 1 September 1971.
However, he will continue to be a professor
in the department. The Vice-Chancellor will
make interim arrangements for the headship
of the department.
Deputy Chairman, Board of the Institute.
Professor Courtice has been appointed Deputy Chairman of the Board of the Institute
of Advanced Studies for two years from 13
August 1971.
Liquor in Bruce Hall and Union. The order
covering the purchase and sale of liquor at
Bruce Hall is to be ammended so that members may purchase liquor at lunchtimes on
those days when there are no lectures. Such
a provision already exists in the liquor orders
for Burton and Garran Halls and the Union.
Liquor is already available in Bruce Hall between the hours of 5pm and 8pm.
The Warden of Bruce Hall, Mr W. Packard,
^ requesting Standing Committee's consideration of the amendment , said the sale of
Uquor in the Hall had not presented any difficulties and had been associated with very
good conduct from the beginning.
The restriction on the range of liquor sold
at lunchtime in the Union has been lifted.
Also, Uquor is to be sold in the Union on
Saturday afternoons between the hours of
2 and 5 for a six-week trial period in Third
Term.
Proposing the trial period of Saturday
afternoon trading, the Union Board of Management told Standing Committee that the
extension of liquor sales to this time would
be 'a pleasant and civilised amenity' which
would create 'virtually no control problems'.
The Board said it also wanted the trial period
in order to see if Saturday afternoon trading
would be commercially viable.
Admitted to degrees. The following candidates were admitted to the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy: James Michael Anthony,
Robin Graham Bell, Peter Sydney Cook,
Ramesh Dutta Dikshit, Ashar Djaloeis, Mark
Dwyer, Malcolm David Fenn, John Richard
James Groves, Allan Edwin Halladay, Neville
Derrington Hicks, Peter John Hoffman, Ewen
George Hutchinson, Michael Anthony Jones,
Gordon Louis Erwin Koch, Ajoy Kumar
Lahiri, Albert George Link, Amirali Ramzanali Valli Makan, George Everard Melville, Karnail Singh Nijhar, Frank Gerald
Rixon, Kenneth James Sanderson, David
Graham Tacon and David Hugh Williamson.
Andrew Peter Hopkins and Natalie Staples
were admitted to the degree of Master of Arts.
Grants and gifts. Frances-Creek Iron Mining
Corp. Pty Ltd,through its Chairman, Mr
Frank Duval, has made a grant of $ 1,000 to
support the Japanese language course to be
provided by the Centre for Continuing Education next January.
The Dairy Produce Board has made a
grant of $1,500 for 1971-72 in continued
support of research on lactoglobulins in milk
being undertaken by Dr McKenzie in the
Department of Physical Biochemistry.
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Comments sought on further review of site plan
The Standing Committee of Council at its meeting on Friday 13 August received the latest review of the University site plan. When introducing the review, the Chairman of the Buildings and Grounds Committee, Mr A.J.R. Yencken, emphasised that the plan should be regarded as
the next stage in the continumg review of the site plan. Standing Committee agreed that it should be published in the 'Reporter' for comment
by members of the University before being submitted to the September meeting of Buildings and Grounds Committee and the October meeting of Council.
Comments on the plan should be sent to
the Registrar (Property and Plans), Mr D.
Dexter, who said last week that comments
received on previous displays of the site plan
- including the traffic and parking issue had been most helpful in the further development of the site plan.
The ammended site plan was prepared
jointly by the site planner, Mr R. Simpson,
and the Property and Plans Division, after
further consultation within the University.
It stems partly from a series of studies of
three particular areas of the site and also
from a reconsideration of the development
of all areas of the campus. The various studies
were undertaken in order to determine the
probable siting of major works for the 197375 triennium and to indicate the latest thinking on development beyond 1975. The area
studies were carried out by Mr Simpson
(Chancehy to Barry Drive), Mr T. O'Mahony
(Asian Studies/Law/Menzies Building) and
by members of the Property and Plans Division (the life sciences area).
Mr Dexter said last week that, while the
present site plan incorporated all known requirements of the 1973-75 building program
and beyond, the site plan would be kept
under continuous review. However, it was
not expected that another comprehensive
review would be needed before consideration
of the 1976-78 building program in 1973,
although there were likely to be individual
area reviews before that time.
Commenting on the present plan, Mr

Simpson said it was definitive only to the
extent that it confirmed recommendations
for the siting of the 1973-75 buildings. 'It
makes notional provision for subsequent
developments so far as these are known, and
includes ample reserves for accommodating
changes and additional needs,' he said.
Features of the proposed development in
the area between the Chancelry and Barry
Drive include the provision of a concessions
area to link the new Union and the Chifley
Building, the siting of the proposed 1973-75
arts extension, the location of a new type of
student residence, possible development in
the area between the Chancelry and the old
Union, and suggestions about new sites for
the Centre for Continuing Education and
the Arts Centre.
Differing views have been expressed about
the new siting of the proposed arts centre.
Under the site plan as reproduced in the
Reporter it would be moved from the entrance plaza area to an area between the
Chifley Building and Sullivans Creek. Comments on this matter would be particularly
welcome.
Service access to the new Union, to the
proposed concessions area and to the Chifley
Building is planned via a new road to the
north and west of the John Dedman Building,
east of the University concessions area and
north of the Chifley Building.
A link between the Law Building and the
Asian Studies Building is a major develop-

Governing Body, Ursula College. Professor
Johnson has been appointed a member of
the Governing Body of Ursula College until
31 December 1972. Professor Johnson will
replace Professor Russell as one of the two
members of the Governing Body appointed
by the University. Professor Russell has left
the University to take up his appointment to
the Chair of English Language and Literature
in the University of Melbourne. The other
Council nominee on the Governing Body is
Dr Margaret Middleton.
Fees for Legal Workshop students. Students
in the recently established Legal Workshop
in the Faculty of Law will be required to pay
an inclusive course fee equal to that payable
by Masters Preliminary or Qualifying students
in faculties other than the Faculty of Law
(currently $144). They will also pay a general

services fee the same as that paid by Masters
students (currently $20) and an admission
fee (currently $8) if they have not been previously enrolled in ANU.
•

1

ment proposed for the Menzies Building/Law
/Asian Studies area. The link would be shared
by Law (mostly for the Legal Workshop) and
Asian Studies, and would include a walkway
through the ground floor to lead from Latham
Court to the tennis courts on the western
side.
This area at present has a large amount of
temporary accommodation, some of which
will have to be demolished for the 1973-75
building program. It is hoped that the remainder will be demolished in 1976-78.
A five-storey building comprising a lif|
lif^^
sciences library, a 250-seat lecture theatri
laboratory/seminar area for the life scienc
inces.
and accommodation for a centre for natural
resources is planned for the 1973-75 triennium as a focal point for the life sciences
area, which runs from the Research S c h o ^ ^
of Biological Sciences through Forestry,
Botany, Zoology, Psychology to Biochem^^
stry and eventually perhaps to Microbiology
and Human Sciences.
Other developments in the physical
sciences area, the student residential area,
the Peninsula area and the University House/
H.C. Coombs Building area are similar to
those shown in previous displays of the site
plan.
A new item shown on this site plan is the
creche. The siting of the creche - possibly
to be run in association with CSIRO and the
Hospital - is under further study and comments would be appreciated.
•

Studies and 556 in the Institute of Advanced
Studies. The largest number of graduates was
from the Research School of Physical Sciences
(141) and the Research School of Social
Sciences (138). The John Curtin School of
Medical Research was close behind with 132
MORE PhDs STAY THAN LEAVE
graduates.
Among the graduates who came from
A survey by the University's Statistical Office
abroad, the most prominently represented
has shown that Australia has retained more
' countries were Britain with 122, Asian c o u j ^ ^
PhD graduates than it has lost to overseas
tries with 76, and New Zealand with 56.
^ ^
employment from those who gained their
Of the students who went abroad on gradegrees from ANU in the years 1960-1970.
duation the greatest number (14.6 per cent)
Of the 304 PhDs recruited in AustraUa
went to the United States.
79 went to overseas employment, but Australia gained 101 PhDs from the 338 scholars
Seventy-three per cent of the PhDs are
who came from other countries to study here. now working in universities, 15 per cent of
During the survey period 642 men and
them in ANU, 25 per cent at other Australian
women gained doctoral degrees. Eight-six of
universities and 33 per cent at universities
them worked in the School of General
overseas.
•
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DIARY OF EVENTS
Monday 30 August
Third Term begins.
History of Ideas seminar. Dr M. Rubel,
'Karl Marx's "Work Plan".' Seminar Room
4, Coombs Building, 1 lam.
Chemistry lecture (RSC). Professor G. Porter,
FRS, Nobel Prize winner in Chemistry and
President of the Chemical Society, 'Nanosecond Flash Photolysis'. RSC Lecture
Theatre, 4pm.

Thursday 2 September
Canberra Association of University Women.
Monthly meeting.
Inorganic Chemistry seminar. Mr R. Charles
(RSC), 'Some Reactions of Ir^ Complexes'.
Room 134, RSC, Ham.
ANU Women's Liberation meeting. Eileen
Hayley will speak on Kate Millett's Sexual
Politics. Union downstairs meeting room,
12.45pm.
China seminar series. Mr N. Hunter, 'The
League of Left Wing Writers and Nationalism'; Dr Jerome Chen, 'Warlordism and Nationalism'. Seminar Room 1, H.C. Coombs
Building, 2pm.
Medical Chemistry seminar. Dr D.D. Perrin,
'Some Applications of the PDP-8/1 Computer'. Florey Lecture Theatre, 3.45pm.
Strategic and Defence Studies seminar. Dr
T.B. Millar, 'Changing Doctrines of Sea
Power'. Seminar Room 2, Coombs Building,
4pm.
Australian Computer Society meeting. Mr
L. Flack, 'IhQ MEDLARS System'. Florey
Lecture Theatre, 7.45pm.

Crawford will take the chair at the opening
session. Organised jointly by the Departments of Human Geography, RSPacS, and
Geography, SGS. Until 10 September.
History of Ideas seminar. Dr M. Rubel, 'Engels
- The Founder of Marxism'. Seminar Room
4, Coombs Building, 1 lam. All welcome.
Southeast Asia Lunch Group meeting. Miss
E. Bishop (Asian Studies Library) will open
the discussion on Southeast Asian library
resources in Canberra. Seminar Room 1,
Coombs Building, 12.30pm.
Urban Research Unit seminar. Miss Leonie
Sandercock, 'Town Planning and Social Reform in Australia - A thesis proposal'. Seminar Room 4, Coombs Building, 2pm.

Australia), 'Some Contemporary Realisms'.
Copland Lecture Theatre, 8.15pm.
David RivettMemorial lecture. Professor J.
Golson (Professor of Prehistory, RSPacS),
'The Remarkable History of Indo-Pacific
Man: missing chapters from every world prehistory'. Canberra Theatre, 8.15pm. Enquiri'^
48 4235.

Thursday 9 September
Inorganic Chemistry seminar. Dr A. Zanella
(RSC), 'The Influence of Back-Bonding on
the Hydrate-Carbonyl Equilibrium for 4-Formylpyridine Coordinated to Ru^'. Room 134,
Tuesday 31 August
RSC,11am.
Philosophy work-in-progress seminar (RSSS).
ANU Women's Liberation meeting. Lorraine
Mr G. Mortimore, 'Fairness and Justice'.
Tilley, 'Women's Liberation and Class AnalyTuesday 7 September
Seminar Room 6, Coombs Building, 1 lam.
ses.' Union downstairs meeting room, 12.45pm.
Graduate seminar, Department of Germanic Seminar in Continuing Education. Mr P.
Biochemistry seminar. Mr S. Andrews, 'Some
Languages. 'Humoristische Effekte der Sprache Edwards (Principal, Canberra Technical ColStudies of E. coli K12 Strains in Which the
bei Busch'. Referent, J. Holgate. Room 213, lege), 'Education of the Semi-Professional'.
Lambda Attachment Site is Deleted'. Florey
Arts II Building, 10am - 12 noon.
Room 5, Staff Centre, 12.50pm. Lunch can
Lecture Theatre, 1pm.
Philosophy seminar (RSSS). Mr R.J. Sworder, be obtained.
Wednesday 1 September
'The Science of Virtue' (cont'd). Seminar
ANU/CSIRO joint computing seminar. Mr
Public lecture. Professor A. Weinstein, ProRoom 6, Coombs Building, 1 lam.
P. Claringbold (Div. Computing Res, CSIRO),
fessor of History, Smith College, Massachu'ALGOL 68'. Florey Lecture Theatre, 2pm.
Wednesday
8
September
setts, and visiting Senior Scholar, 'RepresDepartment of Far Eastern History China
Organic Chemistry seminar. Dr R. Harris
Friday 3 September
sion in the USA?: myths and realities'. H.C.
Series. Dr Wang Gungwu 'Aspects of Over(CSIRO), 'Amide-acid Chloride Complexes
Coombs Lecture Theatre, 8.15pm. This is the Lunch-time film show. Walking in the Sunseas Chinese Nationalism'. Mr Lincoln Li,
first lecture in a series of three entitled USA
light, Walking in the Shadows. Coombs Lecture in Organic Synthesis'. Lecture Room, New
'Wang Ching Wei'. Seminar Room 1,Coombs
Administration Building, CSIRO, 1 lam.
- Crisis and Continuity. Other lectures will
Theatre, 12.40pm. A recent film depicting
Building, 2pra.
Forestry seminar. Mr A.D. Benson, 'Conditbe on 8 and 15 September.
the problems facing Aboriginal school childSeminar on Law and Society. Sir Garfield
ioning Pz>2W5 radiata SeedUngs for Optimum
ren in the Northern Territory. Presented in
Philosophy seminar (RSSS). Dr C.A. Tisdell,
Barwick, Chief Justice of the High Court,
Field Survival and Early Growth'. Room
conjunction with the Department of the
'Rational Behaviour as a Basis for Economic
'Conservation and the Law'. Law Lecture
103, Forestry Department, 1pm.
Interior.
Theories - Some Difficulties'. Seminar Room
Theatre, 8pm.
Department of Germanic Languages Record- 4, Coombs Building, 4pm.
Saturday 4 September
ed Music and Speech. Dr Burgstaller, 'Late
Chemistry lecture (SGS). Professor D.C.
Free Concert. An evening of folk dances pre- Medieval German Music'. Room 113, Arts II Friday 10 September
Phillips, FRS (Oxford), 'Crystallographic Ensented by the Haifa Youth Dancers of Israel.
Conferring of Degrees. Melville Hall,4pm.
Building, 1.10-2pm.
zymology'. Chemistry (SGS) Lecture Theatre,
Bruce Hall, 8pm.
4pm.
JCSMR lecture. Dr I.K. Buckley, Department ANU 1946-1971 Dinner. A subscription
Sunday 5 September
Forestry seminar. Mr B. Stark, 'Aspects of
of Experimental Pathology, 'Health and Sick- dinner to mark the twenty-fifth anniversary
Forestry Conference. Conference on tree
of the passing of the Act that created ANU. A
Management of Hoop Pine'. Room 103,
ness in Cells'. Florey Theatre, 4pm.
nutrition organised jointly by the AustralForestry Building, 1pm.
Public lecture. Professor P. Bourke (Professor $6 per head. Enquiries to University Infor- W
ian Forestry Council, the University of Wash- of American Studies, Flinders University),
mation, ext. 2229.
Organic Chemistry seminar. Dr J.A. Ellix
ington, Seattle, and the Department of For'The Rhetoric of Crisis'. Coombs Lecture
(SGS), 'New Depsidones from the Lichen
estry. The conference will be attended by
Theatre, 8.15pm. The second of three public Monday 13 September
Parmelia notata'. Lecture Room, New Addistinguished foresters from the United
The John Curtin Memorial lecture. Mr K.E.
lectures in the series USA - Crisis and Conministration Building, CSIRO, 1 lam.
States and Europe as well as Australian parti- tinuity.
Beazley, MP, 'John Curtin: an atypical Austra-^
RSPhysS colloquium. Professor R.N. Robertcipants. Until 10 September.
lian Labour leader'. Coombs Lecture Theatre®
son, 'Some Problems in the National PlanThe John Power Lecture in Contemporary
Monday 6 September
ning of Science'. Seminar Room, Oliphant
Art. Professor P.A. Hutchings (Associate Pro- 8.15pm. Enquiries to University Information,
ext. 2229.
•
Seminar on Contemporary Thailand. Sir John fessor of Philosophy, University of Western
Building, 4pm.
NOTICES
The following grants are currently available
to enable women graduates to study overseas.
IFUW Fellowships. These Fellowships, two
of which are available, are valued at Canadian
$3,000 and $1,000, and are to enable women
graduates who have already started on a research program to continue their research
overseas. They usually have a tenure of at
least eight months and are available in the
fields of the humanities, social sciences and
natural sciences. The closing date in Canberra
is 30 September 1971.
IFUW Winifred Cullis Grants. These are
valued at not more than $300 each and are
to enable women graduates to carry out research or to obtain specialised training in
techniques necessary to research. The grants
should be taken preferably in a country other
than that in which the holder has received
her education or habitually resides. The closing date for applications in Canberra is 30
September 1971.
IFUW Dorothy Leet Grants. These grants
are to help women graduates of countries
with a comparatively low per capita income,
but may also be given to members from
other national federations who wish to
work as experts in such countries in projects
sponsored by IFUW. The closing date in
Canberra is 30 September 1971.
Victorian University Women Graduates'
Association Lady Leitch Scholarship. This
Scholarship is valued at $ 1,500 and may be
used for study or research in any country on
any subject. The closing date for applications
in Melbourne is 9 February 1972.
British Federation of University Women,
Crosby Hall Residential Scholarship 1972-73.
This Scholarship, valued at £600, is to enable
the holder to carry out graduate research or
other advanced study in London while resident at Crosby Hall for a minimum of eight
months during the year beginning September
1972. The closing date in Canberra is 15
November 1971.
American Association of University Women
International Fellowships 1972-73. There are
fifty of these awards, worth about $3,000
each plus tuition fees. They are to provide

opportunities for advanced study and training
in the United States for women of outstanding ability who may be expected to give effective service and constructive leadership upon
return to their home countries. Applications
for these grants should be received in Washington by 1 December 1971.
AAUW Awards for Postdoctoral or Other
Advanced Work. These awards are tenable in
any country other than the Fellow's own
and are worth about $3,000. Applications
for these awards should be received in Washington by 1 December 1971.
Further information on all the above grants
may be obtained from the CAUW Fellowships
Officer, Dr Beryl Rawson, ext. 2911 or
51 1490 (home).
Royal Commonwealth Society Bursaries.
These Bursaries are to enable scientists of
proven abihty to work with scientists of another Commonwealth country of their choice
for a period of six to twelve months. The
Bursaries may provide for travel and an allowance towards maintenance at an average rate
of €80 a month, depending on the appUcant's
circumstances and living costs in the country
to be visited.
Application forms and further particulars
may be obtained from the Executive Secretary of the Royal Society, 6 Carlton House
Terrace, London, SWl. Applications close on
15 September and 15 March each year.
•
LECTURE ON LABOR LEADER
Mr Kim Beazley, Labor member for Fremantle and Vice-Chair man of the Joint Parliamentary Committee on Foreign Affairs,
will speak on 'John Curtin - an atypical
Australian Labor leader ' in the John Curtin
Memorial Lecture he will give on Monday 13
September. Mr Beazley succeeded the late
John Curtin as the member for Fremantle in
1945.
The lecture, which will be given in the
Coombs Lecture Theatre at 8.15pm, is the
second in a series of annual lectures in honour of the former Labor Prime Minister. The
series has been made possible by a gift from
Dr John Dedman.
Those interested may obtain tickets by
phoning ext. 2229 by 9 September.
•

LECTURES OF INTEREST
There will be three public lectures of interest
to members of the University on Wednesday
night 8 September. In the University itself
there will be the John Power Lecture in
Contemporary Art and the second in a series
of three lectures on the internal and external
problems of the United States. At the Canberra Theatre, Professor Jack Golson, Professor of Prehistory, ANU, will give the fifth
David Rivett Memorial Lecture.
The John Power Lecture for 1971 will be
given by Professor Patrick Hutchings, Associate Professor of Philosophy, University of
Western Australia. He will give his lecture,
on 'Some Contemporary ReaHsms', in the
Copland Lecture Theatre at 8.15pm.
Before coming to Australia Professor
Hutchings was a Fellow in Aesthetics, Birkbeck
College, University of London, and was a
visiting lecturer in the philosophy of literature.
University of Edinburgh. He has been art
critic for The Bulletin, The Australian, The
Critic and the ABC, and is editor and contributor to the Octagon Lectures and a member
of the editorial board of Westerly. His writings on art have appeared in such journals as
British Journal of Aesthetics, Journal of
Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Art and Australia and The Bulletin of the National Gallery
of Canada. He is a member of the International Association of Art Critics and is a member of various international societies on aesthetics. He has two books on art currently
in the course of preparation and has prepared
catalogues for a number of artists including
Sidney Nolan, Lawrence Daws and Ray
Crooke.
In his lecture. Professor Hutchings will
direct attention to recent Australian and
Canadian paintings in examination of the
question, 'Have realistic-mimetic modes of
painting any relevance to art in the midtwentieth century?'
Professor Paul Bourke, Professor of American Studies in Flinders University, will
speak on 'The Rhetoric of Crisis' in the lecture series 'USA - Crisis and Continuity'.
Professor Bourke's lecture will be given in
the Coombs Lecture Theatre at 8.15pm.
Professor Golson has chosen 'The Remarkable History of Indo-Pacific Man: missing

chapters from every world prehistory' as the
subject of his David Rivett Memorial Lecture,
which he will give in the Canberra Theatre
at 8.15pm on the same night.
The Rivett Memorial Lectures honour the
late Sir David Rivett, formerly Chief Executive Officer of the Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research (CSIR), the forerunner
of CSIRO. The lectures are dehvered every
two years, the previous lecturers having been m
Lord Florey, Lord Adrian, Professor Maurice
Ewing and Dr F.H. Westheimer.
•
FREE CONCERT BY ISRAELI DANCERS
A party of young Israelis will give a free con- ^
cert of folk dances of their country at Bruce ^
Hall on Saturday 4 September at 8pm.
The thirteen dancers - boys and girls recently graduated from Haifa high schools —
are visiting Canberra as part of an Australiawide tour.
To the music of an accordion they will
perform dances which reflect many of the
influences which have shaped modern Israel.
One of the dances is based on Yemenite
movements, another is of Arab origin, and
another was performed originally in Eastern
Europe.
The dancers, all of whom are aged 17 or
18, have been working together for a year. •
UNIVERSITY HOUSE FELLOWS
Dr P.A. Arriens, Senior Research Fellow in
Geophysics and Geochemistry, and Mr P.E.
M. Standish, Senior Lecturer in Accounting
and PubHc Finance, have been appointed as
'official' Fellows of University House for
two years from 16 August.
Mr W.J. Caelli has been elected by the
eligible members of the House as a Fellow
for two years from 16 August. Mr J.F. Atchison and Mr J. Lloyd have been elected f f l
by the eligible residents of the House as
Fellows for a year from 16 August.
Fellows of University House from 16
August and their terms are: Mr J.F. Atchison,
Dr R.E. Barwick, Dr A.R. Crawford, Professor
C.R. Heathcote and Mr J. Lloyd (terms expire 15 August, 1972); Dr P.A. Arriens, Mr
W.J. Caeh and Mr P.E.M. Standish (terms
expire 15 August, 1973).
•
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Lectures for Economics students
on development problems of Asia
After fifteen months' study leave spent as a consultant to the Research and Planning Division
of the Economic Conunission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE), Dr Clive Edwards, Senior
Lecturer m Economics^ SGS, is introducmg a study of some of the overwhelming economic
problems of East and Southeast Asia to senior students in the Faculty. £)r Edwards is using
experience and material gathered while on leave in his lectures on problems of economic
development which are currently being given to some 160 Economics III students.
In addition, he is preparing a seminar couise
for fourth-year honours students which will
look more deeply at specific problems of economic development in the Asian region.
Among the topics which will be considered are
recent monetary experiments in South Korea,
wide-ranging recommendations for tax reform
in Taiwan as a consequence of sustained
rapid economic growth, crisis-point foreign
exchange problems in Ceylon, population
pressure in the region and its impact on the
government sector, and a comparison of the
achievements of countries basing their development on production for export with the aid
of substantial foreign capital inflow (Taiwan
and South Korea) with those eschewing
foreign capital inflow and aiming at domestic
self-sufficiency (Ceylon). A broad aim of the
course is to consider the contribution of the
established theory of economic development
to problems in the Asian region.
During his time away, Dr Edwards collected source material from each of the countries
he visited and this material will be made
available for use by his fourth-year students.
The material - from South Korea, Taiwan,
Thailand, Malaysia, Ceylon, India, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Iran and Nepal - fills one and
^half shelves the length of Dr Edwards' room
the Copland Building. For most of the
countries, Dr Edwards has made arrangements
so that four or five basic annual economic
documents will automatically be forwarded,
thus permitting students to keep abreast with
jirrent economic developments in the region.
Dr Edwards' study leave, which was financed partly by ANU and partly by ECAFE,
enabled him to continue his research into
how governments obtain the finance necessary to meet their growing commitments, as
well as to gain a personal knowledge of Asian
countries other than Malaysia, where he had
previously spent some time.

#

After his fifteen months in Asia, Dr Edwards is more than ever convinced that the
most urgent problem facing the countries of
the region is that of rapid population growth.
'In this century, and particularly since 1930,
the West has made significant strides in medicine, which have resulted in remarkable advances in our control over death,' he said.
'These benefits have been passed on to less
developed countries and, in consequence, the
death rate has been dramatically reduced but
the birth rate remains high.
Today's rapid population growth is full of
ramifications for the Asian economy. Government spending must continue to rise
rapidly simply to maintain existing standards
of economic and social services (roads, education, health, etc). But, in most of the
countries, the government is not able to
command enough resources through taxation
and borrowing to provide adequate services
for the existing population, much less the
thousands more who are born each week.
'In addition, rapid population growth
is now adding markedly to the pool of unemployed and underemployed and, by preventing any significant rise in capital per
head, is reducing the prospect for an increase
in standards of living as a result of rapid technical progress. In reality, the governments
are being forced to devote more and more of
their resources to maintaining the status quo
and in consequence economic development
is suffering.'
Such problems will form the basis of discussion in Dr Edwards' lectures and seminars.
'A greater emphasis on Asia has been most
satisfactory, both for myself and the students,'
Dr Edwards said. 'In general, the students
find it both fascinating and meaningful; they The visitors gallery at Mount Stromlo Observatory has been transformed in time for the
are acutely aware of Asia, and are anxious to August-September school holidays with a photographic display telling the story of astronogain a deeper appreciation of its problems.' • mical physics m terms that all can understand. The exhibition is the result of cooperation
between designers in the University's Architecture/Design Section, the Dkector and staff at
Mount Stromlo, and members of the Visual Aids Unit and the Mamtenance Section.

New display for Mt Stromlo visitors

On a total of twenty-six free-standing
from the display panels to the observation
panels photographs from such sources as
window looking into the building that houses
Mount Stromlo, CSIRO and the University
the 74" telescope.
of Sydney give visitors an impression of
The exhibition is the culmination of many
Dr T.H. Rigby, Professorial Fellow m Political Science, ANU, is one of eight scholars recently Mount Stromlo's history, the setting of the
months of planning and some three or four
scted to the Academy of the Social Sciences m Australia. Their election is in recognition of Observatory and its field station at Siding
months of concentrated effort. To provide
eir distinction in their field. Dr Rigby is recognised as the leading Australian scholar in
•
Spring, the Observatory's instruments and
an appropriate setting for the display the
Soviet political and social studies.
auxiliary equipment, and the results of its
visitors gallery has been repainted and carThe seven other new Fellows are: Professor other learned bodies, the Australian Academy work.
peted, and new lighting has been installed.
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G.C. Harcourt, Economics, University of
One panel six feet long is devoted to the
of Science and the Australian Academy of the
Picture: Members of the University mount
delaide; Professor J.E; Isaacs, Economics,
solar system, while later panels show photoHumanities. Beginning in 1943 as the Social
the photographic display which will open in
(Onash University; Professor Jean I. Martin,
Science Committee of the Australian Nation- graphs of individual groups of stars.
time
for the school holidays.
•
ciology, La Trobe University; Professor
The climax is reached as the visitors turn
al Research Council, it became an autonoD.P. O'Connell, Law, University of Adelaide
mous body in 1952. In 1957 it became an
(recently elected Chichele Professor of Law
incorporated association under the law of the
in the University of Oxford), Professor J.R.
Australian Capital Territory. It has about
Poynter, History, University of Melbourne;
100 members drawn from all areas of the
Professor D. Spearitt, Education, University
social sciences, from all States of Australia
of Sydney; Professor R.G. Ward, Geography,
and from Papua and New Guinea.
•
University of Papua and New Guinea.
The 1971 ANU Revue, 'Rock Bottoms', opens in the Childers Street HaU on 8 September
and will run to 11 September, returning for a second season from 15-18 September. There
The President of the Academy, Professor
will be the usual goonish humour and student satire expected of university revues, but 'Rock
R.I. Downing, said this week that 'the elecCONFERRING OF DEGREES
Bottoms' will be more than just another funny revue. There will be sophisticated use of protion of the new Fellows adds strength to the
Academy for the various research projects
People interested in attending the Conferring duction techniques that have not been a part of previous revues.
that it undertakes. Typical of these is the
of Degrees ceremony to be held in Melville
In some well choreographed routines a
music and unique creative ability, Rock
recent series on Aborigines in Australian
Hall on the afternoon of Friday 10 September specialist dance group will combine with the
Bottoms will ensure a fine night's entertainSociety currently being published by the
may obtain tickets on request from the Uniorchestra to provide a more serious interlude ment for all.
/g/? Harvey
Australian National University Press. These
versity Information Section (ext. 2229). At
midst the gay tomfoolery. Use will be made
publications are the outcome of a comprethe ceremony, the Chancellor, Dr H.C.
of electronic sound, unusual lighting and
hensive project sponsored by the Academy
Coombs, will speak on the University's first
SCHOOL HOLIDAY PROGRAM
cinematography to give some striking visual
directed by Professor C.D. Rowley and finquarter-century.
effects. In many skits a cool chorus will harThe school holiday program being held at 22
anced mainly by the Myer Foundation.'
On that night a subscription dinner to
monise with individual singers to provide an
Balmain Crescent from 27 August-13 Septmark the twenty-fifth anniversary of the pas- interesting new sound.
The Academy recently collaborated with
ember is once again varied and interesting.
sing of the Act that created ANU will be
the Australian Academy of Science and the
The subjects to be lightly touched on
There are walks for the children, games, picheld at University House. Members of the
Australian Academy of the Humanities in
cover religion, racial problems, Shakespeare,
nics, handicrafts, outings to places of interest
organising the Symposium on the Murray
University (including Convocation) and their television, industrial disputes, and student
and children's films such as the Wizard of Oz.
River Waters held in the Academy of Science wives wishing to attend the dinner are asked
protest, to name a few. The Army will be
Children can join in any activity or play their
on 9-11 July. The same three Academies are
to contribute $6 a head towards the cost.
thoroughly worked over from a different
own games, as they feel inclined.
^ lanning further joint studies on matters of
Today (27 August) is the last day on which
angle, as the medical inspection in the openSchool boys and girls of all ages are cat'national and international importance. In
cheques may be forwarded to the Registrar.
ing skit will reveal. Some skits will be short,
ered for in the school holiday program,
particular, a study of economic growth and
Entree cards will be forwarded on receipt of
with quickfire repartee. Others will be longer, which is well-supervised and has a warm, recontrol of the environment is under considthe cheques, which should be made payable
more deliberate, but not without the humour laxed, family atmosphere.
eration.
to 'The Australian National University'.
which will be the hallmark of the show.
Mrs D.M. Shaw, of the School Holiday
The Academy of the Social Sciences in
Guest of honour at the dinner will be Dr
The revue is being directed by Jeb CarewProgram Sub-Committee, said the cooperaAustralia was until recently known as the
J.J. Dedman, former Minister for Postwar
Reid assisted by the musical director Eric
tion of parents in running the program was
Social Science Research Council of Australia. Reconstruction, who guided The Australian
Adrianse and choreographer Linda Tenenvital and a general meeting of parents would
The Council's decision to change its title to
National University Act through the Combaum.
be held at the end of the holidays to discuss
that of Academy follows the example of two monwealth Parliament.
•
As an expression of student humour, fine
the future of the programs.
•

Dr Rigby as Academy Fellow

£

Two-season run for ANU Revue

#
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Campus-wide computer system?
The Federal Government made no provision in the recent Budget for funds for a proposed
Joint Computer Centre to be shared by ANU and CSIRO. In this article, DR R.S. ANDER
SSEN, Acting Head of the University Computer Centre, discusses the consequences of this
decision.
In the Federal Budget just announced,
the Government has again deferred the question of funds for the proposed Joint Computer Centre to be shared between the ANU
and CSIRO. Neither has any supplementary
grant been made to the University for computing, even though the Australian Universities Commission made no provision for
computing during this triennium on the
grounds that independent funds would be
forthcoming for such a Joint Centre.
Consequently, this places the University
in a very difficult situation, as a computing
crisis exists which must be resolved as rapidly
as possible (see, ANU Reporter, Vol.2, No.8,
June 11: 'New System Will Relieve But Not
Solve The Computing Crisis'). Circumstances
have produced a situation where the University as a whole suffers because the present
crisis has so severely restricted the development and application of computer technology
to its research, teaching and administration.
This is exemplified by:
(i) an excessive demand for time for large
scale scientific computations,
(ii) the lack of development of computerized interactive teaching system for undergraduate courses, and
(iii) the lack of time and suitable mass
storage devices necessary for the prompt analysis of survey and administrative data.
It is likely that the University will decide
to take independent action to obviate the
crisis. If this turns out^to be true, then the
Computer Centre will recommend that the
University seriously consider the development of an up-to-date campus-wide nodalsatellite system over the next three to five
years (see D.E. Lawrence, 'A Proposed Computer Network For The Australian National
University', Computer Centre Technical

Report 38). Such a network would ensure
that all sections within the University received
adequate service. The advantage of such a
network is the fact that it can be built up in
stages. The first step is the acquisition of a
suitable *node' computer with a number of
interactive-access terminals. Subsequent
sections of the network, such as suitable designed satellites for the different Schools,
can be added subsequently.
A basic specification for such a 'node'
computer, which would help considerably
to relieve the present crisis, could well be:
1. A modem hardware architecture which
a. is capable of approximately one million
operations a second to cope with large scale
scientific computing,
b. allows simple and inexpensive interfacing of interactive terminals and satellite
facilities, and
c. is readily adaptable to future requirements, such as the development of a University wide nodal-satellite network.
2. Advanced batch processing (in particular, for FORTRAN) and interactive software of proven performance, which yields
a substantial increase in throughput: from
to 5 times the present t h r o u ^ p u t of the
University's IBM 360/50.
3. High speed mass storage with adequate
capacity (400 million bytes) for large data
processing and analysis work.
4. An interactive-access console system ^ ^ ^
which can be used immediately to remove
from the batch processing stream those jobs
which a good interactive system is expected
to handle. In addition, this system can be
used to initiate work on interactive teachin^||^
systems for undergraduate courses.
^ ^
5. A prompt delivery which is guaranteed. •

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY NOTES

that the list may also be of some use to
scholars. It annotates Australian university
publications which list theses either accepted
or in progress in the universities concerned
and there is a brief subject section.
These guides are part of a longterm bibliographic service project of the Reference
Department, Institute of Advanced Studies,
Menzies Building, and further titles will be
^
announced from time to time.
(^k

Publications. Two publications, mentioned
in previous University Library Notes, are
Part-time student N. Ellis (in striped jumper) pictured in a match against Olympic during the now available in various sections of the University Library. One is the Theses accepted
current soccer season. Olympic defeated ANU 3-1 on this occasion. For the latest soccer defor higher degrees, Supplement 1. This suptails, see story below.
plement includes theses received by the University Library between 1 July 1970 and 30
FROM THE SPORTS UNION
Canberra Amateur Soccer League, one in A
June 1971. It is anticipated that there will
division, the other in B. The A team played
Rugby League. Since changing from first to
be at least one more supplement before a
very
well
throughout
the
season
finishing
in
second division midway through the season
fourth place, but the B team had a bad season new edition is issued. Compilation of the
the ANU side has shown considerable imsecond supplement on cards is in process
ending in last position and will therefore be
provement. Inexperienced young players
and these cards may be consulted in the
were the main reason the team had only three relegated to C division next year. It is anticiReference Department, Menzies Building.
pated
that
the
club
will
again
field
three
points after the first round. Since then a 17The second publication is a short list enteams
next
season.
16 win has been recorded against the joint
titled How to locate theses in progress or
The first team has done exceedingly well
leaders, St Christophers, a 5-5 draw with
completed at Australian universities and the
this year in the Federation Cup. So far they
Captains Flat and a crushing 30-2 win over
University of Papua and New Guinea: sources
have beaten Kris, Queanbeyan Macedonia
fourth-placed Norths. The only loss in the
in the University Library. This list has been
and
Phillip,
and
played
in
the
semi-final
second round can be explained by absences
compiled in the Reference Department, Adfrom the University team during the holidays. against Forrest last Sunday at Deakin Oval.
vanced Studies Library, with the cooperation
After
being
down
3-0
at
half
time
the
team
This loss was to Braidwood against which
of the Reference Department, General Studrallied to lose narrowly, 3-2, and so is out of
ANU fielded only eleven men.
ies Library. Although designed primarily for
Overall, the team expects to spend another
Paul Rayner
use by University Library staff, it is hoped
season in the lower grade to gain experience.
Most of this season's players will be availono. Phone 49 1507 or ext. 4226.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
able next year when the club will probably
Sanyo radio/stereo record player, compact,
field two teams, one in second and one in
To place an advertisement, the desired wordwooden cabinet, 3-band radio, earphone
third grade.
ing (printed or typed) should be sent to the
socket, 100-260 voltage selector, separate
Club supporters are heartened by the per- Reporter, University Information Section.
speakers. $90. Phone Walter R. Bloom, ext.
formances this season of captain-coach,
Each advertisement must be signed and
2590.
Darryl Kelly, an Economics II student, oricarry the name of the Department and the
ginally from Wagga. His drive from the front
1967 VW 1300 de luxe, good condition,
School or Faculty in which the advertiser
row since returning from a spell after a knee
eleven months registration. $930. Ext. 3574.
works.
injury has been mainly responsible for the
Toyota Corona 1971, near new car at good
The cost of the advertising is ten cents a
club's improved showing.
price. Excellent in every detail. White, red
line (there are about eight words to a line)
He has been very ably supported by lock,
and black interior. Phone Peter Shiels, ext.
and an account is sent to each advertiser
Tom Goudkamp, and new halfback, Peter
3790.
after the advertisement has appeared.
Dingwall, who switched from the hooking
The closing date for advertisements to
Hoover upright vacuum cleaner with attachposition and has given better service to the
appear in the next issue (Friday 10 September) ments. Good condition. $15. Ext. 2123.
back line. Fullback, Ray Sloan, has also prois Friday 3 September.
Ford Falcon '64 XM Deluxe sedan, two-door
vided experience and loads of determination
For sale
hardtop automatic. September registration,
in the backs.
radio, heater, seat belts. Very good condition.
Cassette tape recorder, brand new, AC/DC
Soccer. The ANU Soccer Club fielded three
$650. HMV Casino 23" TV, 22 months old,
auto, level control, leather carrying case.
teams in local competitions this season. The
in excellent condition. $150. Owner leaving
$60. High quality unused cassettes C60, $2;
first team played in the Canberra Soccer
Australia. Phone ext. 2965.
C90, $2.50. Phone 81 5942 after 6pm.
Federation 2nd Division, finishing in fourth
Fiat 1500, Mk III, 1967, 34,000 miles, beige,
place. But for the old problem of key players Zeiss Ikon Contaflex camera, f2.8, SLR
black int.,radials, radio, good heater, new
with coupled lightmeter. With a 75 mm telenot being available during the University
battery, exc. NRMA test report available.
vacation the team could have finished higher photo and a set of 4 closeup lenses. Ikoblitz
flash, lens hood. All the filters for colour and $1,150 ono (with brand new tyres $1,200),
on the table.
b/w photography. Leather carrying case. $75 ext. 3032 or 6/14 Masson Street, Turner.
The remaining two teams played in the

Microfilm. This column reported in October
1970 that the Advanced Studies Library was
to receive positive copies of all microfilms,
with the exception of newspapers, held by
the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau. These valuable records have now arrived and are beiii
constantly augmented. The New England
Microfilming Project, which is an important
part of the Bureau's work, has now provided
provisional indexes to logbooks and other
material copied on microfilms PMB20CPMB302 and these indexes are available in
both the Advanced Studies and General
Studies libraries.
Jean M. Waller
To rent
Holiday cottage for rent at Malua Beach (8
miles south B/Bay). Electric heating and
cooking, septic toilet, comfortable accom.
for 6. $3.50 a day to 30 Sept., $5 a day
Oct.-April. Contact D. Henderson ext. 4081
or 49 6596 a.h.
Wanted to rent
Three-bedroomed furnished house required
by three women. Conscientious tenants, excellent refs. Prefer long lease, central locality.
Ext. 4129 or 48 6237 a.h.
Two-bedroom flat or /zow^e, preferably furnished, required by widow and 17-year-old
son for indefinite period. Reliable tenant.
Contact Peggy Maher, ext. 4244.
^
Public notice
^
Typing. At home. Remington electric, competitive rates. Ext. 3508.
Typing. Experienced in secretarial, stencil
and thesis work. Prompt service. Ext. 4171.
Dean re-elected. Professor Liu Ts'un-yan has
been re-elected Dean of the Faculty of Asian
Studies for one year from 7 August. Dr J.G.
Caiger has been re-elected Sub-Dean for a
year from 30 September.
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